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We suggest that pion and kaon iuterferometry are complementary
probe* that help differentiate badrouic resonance gas from plasma dy-
namical models. We also discuss how intcrferometry could be used to
test the presence of resonances at ACS energies. Finally, we study the
A dependence of interferomelry in the resonance model at 200 A GeV.

Pion interferoma.y b» one of the powerful probes of the dynamics in nu-
clear collisions bei ^ ;< nsitive to the joint coordinate space and momentum
space distribute i J dentical bosous. The first NA35J1) results on %'%~
interferometry %r f j^da great deal of interest because of the apparent
large transverse L a e-out radius and proper time, as well as anomalous
chaoticity para/i» %e found in their analysis. However, as we have previ-
ously demonstitf i2\, those results are model dependent and other very
different dynaiuí rú models[2,3), were shown to be compatible with data
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as well. In particular, two opposite dynamical scenarios with completely
chaotic sources were found to be consistent with the data (see Fig. 1 (a)
and (b)). One of them is a quark gluon plasma model[3], based on hydro-
dynamics with a large freeze-out proper time. The other is & resonance
gas model[2], based upon ATTILA/LUND string fragmentation^]. In the
string model strong phase space correlations e.g. between the space-time,
i) = Ifoj/Ki + z)/{t - x% and momentum, y = \log[{E + p,)/{E - p,)],
rapidity variables strongly influence the interference pattern. In addition,
the string model suggests that a large fraction of the observed final mesons
could arise from the decay of long lived resonances, such as u>, 17 and T/,
which would simuiatc the effect of long-lived sources and partially coherent
fields. Li addition, for nuclear collisions at these enegies distortions caused
by the non-uniformity of the rapidity density and by the large spread in
freeze-out proper times must also be taken into account.

The coincidental agreement with data of the two distinct models men-
tioned above stresses the necessity of finding other means to more clearly
differentiate among dynamical scenarios. Complementary studies of the
constructive interference pattern of bosons other than pious could help to
enhance the distinction. We compare here pion and kaon iiiterfeiomeiry.
The main motivation for this is that an entirely different set of hadronic
resonances decay to kaons than to pions, thus leading to a completely dif-
ferent freeze out geometry. In particular, in the resonance gas model, '.he
freeze out proper time for kaons is expected to be much smaller than for
pious due to the fact that long lived u>, t] and if do not contribute to the
first ones. According to the ATTILA/LUND fragmentation model[6], ap-
proximately one half of the Laons are produced by direct string decay and
the other half, by the decay of A'*. On the other hand, in the plasma model
of Ref.[3], the freeze out geometry of all h&drons is expected to be about
the same, and controlled mainly by the slowness of the deflagration process.

The resulting transverse momentum projected correlation functions are
•hown in Fig.l for the central rapidity region. A finite cut on the longi-
tudinal momentum qi < Q.lGcV/c was taken. The solid (dashed) curves
indicate correlation functions without (with) Coulomb-Camow corrections.
A» already mentioned in the beginning, Figs. 1 (a) and (b) reveal that,
for 0 + Au at 200 A GeV and the corresponding kinematical cuts, neither
the resonance or the plasma model could be ruled out by the experimental
d at A. An entirely different behavior is expected in the case of kaons: the



calculated curves show & much more significant difference between these
two models.

The major disadvantage of kaon interferometry is the need for vastly
higher statistics for kaons [(*/A')* = 100). In addition, final state Coulomb
interactions, which is bigger for kaons than for picas due fo the increase of
mass. However, Coulomb corrections are well understood.

In the "non-ideaT* resonance gas model discussed here, resonances are
the major responsible for the distorting effects caused on the correlation
function (see Ref.[8)). The resonance fraction i in fact of interest in its
own right. Final state dynamical effects could change the resonance abun-
dance predicted by string models. Conceruiug this point, we show in Fig.
2 results for pion interferometry with the experimental cuts corresponding
to the AGS run on Si + Au at 14.6 A G'eV. The continuous histograms
correspond to inclusion of resonances and the dashed ones to interferoin-
rtry without resonances. Fig. 2 also shows the histograms corresponding
to two ÇL bins; the lower ones are for lhe bigger interval </L < Q.lQGeV/c
and the higher ones, are related to the projection of the first bin only, for
which <jt < 0.0lGeV/c (as in FLef.[9]). The comparison of the results for
these two burnings, nicely illustrates the ^uikiug influence of finite qi on
lowering the correlation function intercept: even without the inclusion of
resonances, finite binning causes a dramatic decrease of the apparent inter-
cept, a fact emphasized in (2,4,7). In Fig.2 a clear sensitivity to resonances
can be seen. A first comparison with the preliminary experimental data of
Ref.[9j appears to suggest the near absence of resonances in AGS range as
compared to SPS energies. It will be of considerable Interest to follow up
this possibility. The point here is that in the absence of direct resonance
meaáuremeuts, pion Laterferometry provides at least an Indirect probe of
their abundance.

Finally, we study the sensitivity of different reactions to resonances,
analyzing in this way the trends of the freeze out geometry as a function
of the atomic number. In Fig. 3 we show a preliminary calculation for
increasing A (= 32,64,128 and 197) where we respect the sarne kineiüatícal
cats as ia Ref.(l). The radius was estimated as Rjf » Jl^A^3 + l(/™)> t n e

proper time r/ « Rrj with inclusion of all the non ideal dynamical and
geometrical parameters. The extra factor of 1/m is included to take into
account possible final state cascading. This extra factor is, however, highly
dependent on the hadronic density and a possible change with A is under



investigation. In Fig. 3, comparison is made between resonances included
and in their absence for each value of A. We notice that the differences
between these two cases decrease with increasing A. The trends of the
behavior of the correlation function C(<jr) versus qr can be seen: it becomes
narrower and the intercept drops when A is enhanced. These results are
expected since, as A increases, the correlation effect is limited to an ever
decreasing phase-space. The dropping intercept again reflects the finite <JL
binning considered, as already discussed above.
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FIGURE 1:
In (*),(b) and (c),(d) we have, respectively, pion and kaon projected correJ»tio»
function» venui truifverte momentum difference qjt f°r 1L S OlOGeV/c, io cca-
tral rapidity region. (a),(c) correspond to prediction» ba»ed on the ATTILA/
LUND rnodeJ[6j. Part* (b,d) correspond to the pluma hydrodynarnical mode) of
R<f.(3]. The pion data are from Rci.|l],
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FIGURE 2:

We UQ tec here lhe predictions for < C(vr) > versus qr at ACS energies.
Continuous (dashed) histograms correspond to resonances (not) included in the
analysis. For the two lower results, qi < Q.lQGeV/c and for the higher ones,
qi < UlGeV/e.
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FIGURE 3:

The correlation function < C{C/T) > venyt (fr '* »hown fof indexing atomic
number, considering qi < OAOGeV/c. The discussed non ideal features are in-
corporated into ike analysis. Continuous hutograjns correspond U> resonances
included and dashed ones to no resonances.
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